About TUTERA
Magazine
With a pioneering vision of reviving ancient Egyptian roots and applying
its various historical concepts into the field of design, TUTERA is thefirst
online magazine to implement and showcase ancient-Egyptian-inspired designs from around the globe. Aiming to reformulate ancient Egyptian designs
and inspire its audience, TUTERA showcases and developsa multitude of
projects that include fabulous art and architecture, taking inspiration from
ancient symbolic creations and transforming them in a contemporary manner. TUTERA magazine will inaugurate right after
the start of the Ancient Egyptian year, which coincides with the beginning of
the flood and the sunrise of the star Sobda, who represents Isis in ancient
Egyptian religion. Themagazine includes a unique way of representing each
article that directs the audience to their desired read and mood board.
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WHO WE ARE?
We are a collective group of passionate creatives
with various talents and specialties that draws inspiration from ancient Egyptian roots and incorporate
them into designs in a contemporary manner. Our
mission is to prolong our ancestor’s legacy by emancipating our culture and civilization beyond museums
and textbooks, demonstrating the power and beauty
of integrating ancient Egyptian history into everyday
life. Thus, we have established TUTERA magazine to
showcase various designs inspired by ancient Egypt
to foster creatives into blending our beloved heritage
and culture into their work.
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The Return of “Tut “
Our passion for the ancient Egyptian civilization as a way of life is based
on faith, ethics and science. The passion of many people around the
world goes for the secrets that the civilization holds undiscovered until
today. What if that civilization continued to develop until today?
The ancient Egyptians were the greatest artists, the first builders and
architects, and their impressive monuments bear witness to them and
the pyramid, which is one of the wonders of the world and the largest
building in history.
They were the first to call for monotheism and believed in immortality, and the first miners and prospectors in history. They also showed
an amazing skill in crafting ornaments and jewelry with their simple
machines and equipment. They had a far vaster knowledge of spinning, weaving, and making fabrics and exporting them abroad. Europe
continued until the last century using methods not much different from
the methods of the ancient Egyptians in that industry.They were among
the most skilled sculptors and artists who tamed the hardest stones
and made rare masterpieces from them that are unparalleled in history. They had great knowledge of mathematics, astronomy, medicine,
mummification - which astonished the world - and chemistry. They installed a number of compounds and minerals. Ancient Egyptians created dance performances and were excelled in literature and arts, the
first to use rhetoric,metaphor and symbol in their writings.
In fact, it is difficult to enumerate everything that they began in the history of mankind and everything that they excelled in and innovated in.
What researchers, scholars and writers publish, no matter how much,
remains just cuts, summaries and simple features of that eternal civilization. And because everything fades out by time … man, time, and civilizations, nothing remains as a witness to it but its arts and creations,
so this will be our way for scientific and artistic knowledge to spread.
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“TUTERA” ... is an Egyptian vision and initiative of a group of young experts and designers whose goal is to strive to inherit a contemporary
Egyptian identity in a scientific manner, to serve as a technical school
of thought that complements the spirit of sophistication and grandeur
of the ancient Egyptian civilization in a modern way without imitation or
copying. It started with a scientific research published in 2004 and embodied in a practical way in 2015 with the development of perceptions
in the field of arts, architecture and urbanism, with which we imagine
together the answer to the previous question, and even be the beginning of a new formulation of the Egyptian identity in the fields of arts
and architecture in our present time.
The story of “TUTERA” revolves around imagining the return of King
“Tutankhamun” to complete what he dreamed of for modern Egypt and
build a new city named after “TUTERA”, which is in the form of a pyramid with a scale up to four times the size of “Khufu” pyramid, the
meanings of the ancient civilization are rooted in a modern technical
style, using the latest futuristic technology in that city with some scientifically built standards and constants for the symbols and meanings of
the ancient Egyptian civilization. This virtual city reviews the imaginary
style and way of life for the lives of Egyptians in the future and reviews
various types of arts, literature, architectural and urban ideas, where all
interested, artists, designers, authors and producers around the world
may strive and participate in.
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REKHYT LAND
The various Egyptian sects did not envision a clear plan for the creation of
man, as research indicates they had several opinions and theories. One
view combined materialism with realism, suggesting that God created
man from ground clay. Another showed that God’s creation reflected
his image and likeness. An alternative viewpoint indicates humans were
created as a result of God’s desire and command. Moreover, further poetic opinions claim that God formed people from his eyes and sent them
to earth with his tears. As a result, “Ramt”, a word derived from the word
“rum” meaning tears, was the name given only to ancient Egyptians.
Ancient Egyptians held a prevalent legendary belief that the creation of
humankind merely originated from the heart of Egypt. Then people were
dispersed when some rebelled against the authority of God and feared
his vengeance and punishment. Some fled to the south or rushed to the
north while others procreated forming societies in the west and the East.
From this point onwards, ancient Egyptians identified themselves as an
independent nation. They went by various names, some of which were
attributed to themselves, like “God’s servants,” while others to their
country. The country’s names are divided into three sections: the first are
names that replicate the true impact and nature of the environment. The
second refers to the sanctities of ancient Egypt. Finally, the third includes
names with various meanings, such as depicting “Egypt” as a powerful
and miraculous land, calling it “Kemet,” which means “brown,” a representation of the soil’s color, its greenery thickness and its cultivation
density. Additionally, Egypt was crowned as the “country of wonders.”
Ancient Egyptians were identified as “the people of the black earth.”
Ancient Egyptians were portrayed on temple walls in the form of a worshiping bird called “Rekhet,” a symbolic image that depicts them in the inscriptions and images within a religious and political context. Through this
symbolism, ancient Egyptians ensured their presence in this sacred context.
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Looking into the moral and intellectual foundations which
supported the ancient Egyptian civilization, it is evident
that they based their moral system on the belief in the existence of God. His care, justice and mercy are what offered
them guidance and steered them towards the right path.
Ancient Egyptians believed that a person’s connection and devotion to God impacts and builds their ethical, moral values
and life journey. The belief in eternal life along with the consequent belief in reward and punishment allows one to open their
hearts to sorrow and grief. They had ideas of an ideal life after death and holding people religious and ethical responsibility
for their actions. Additionally, ancient Egyptians often believed
that a human’s life is decided based on God’s determination
of their destiny. The king himself derived his moral judgment
and laws from religious beliefs. In fact, as he was issuing orders
and regulations, he stated that they came in accordance with
the rule of the Sun God, aligning with his established values.
Despite ancient Egypt’s moral value system complying with religion, Egypt applied laws that drew principles from these religious values while simultaneously ensuring their implementation.
Those who disobeyed the law were subjected to punishment, guaranteeing each individual know their responsibilities.
Ancient Egyptians decided on various punishments according to
the crimes committed and granted society the right to carry such
penalties. This came in line with the belief that the integrity of life
and the reform of society can only be attained by the existence of
a set of binding rules regulating the relationship between individuals. Individuals would often lose their respect and honourability
within the community when disobeying the law and the agreed
standard of morals and ethics. They become a foreigner amongst
his family and people, losing respect and acceptance from others.
In conclusion, ancient Egyptians have left an ever-lasting legacy
on the world, teaching us the values of humanity. They were
deeply connected to God and appreciated life, regardless of their
social and economic standards. Practicing benevolence and morality was fundamental to their civilization as they believed right
doing was the path to success, prosperity and tranquil eternal life.
Read the full article
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TUTERA
City
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Click here to start the the journey
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Towards an Innovative and Entrepreneurial Astronomy and
Space Science City
Science cities in the increasing global high-tech centers have
proved to have a vital role. In many
domains we see a proliferation of
claims made about how we can
predict and measure the future science city. The development of astronomy and space science, specifically, has grown significantly over
the past few years.
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The First Space Tourism City in Egypt
Introducing the first scientific research city in the land of “Egypt” to allocate
its applications in the field of tourism. Its urban, architectural and artistic
features are being designed as a leap for Egypt towards the future, and
thus it represents one of the most important tools for political, economic
and cultural marketing challenges in the 21st century. TUT City tends to
inaugurate the latest research center specialized in the field of future technology and the applications of astronomy and space sciences by activating these applications and technology in creating a new pattern of tourism that transcends the boundaries of the place and time to achieve the
highest economic return. Introducing a dense urban complex that embodies the historical roots of Egypt, TUT City expresses at the same time the
features of the near future, which in turn reflects one of the most important tools for Egypt in expressing itself and its past and its future dreams.
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The Purpose of TUT City
The design of the main building came in
a shape of a pyramid, as an expression
of the strength of our civilization and our
heritage. It was inspired by the greatest
building built in antiquity, the pyramid
of King Khufu in Giza, which is considered the optimal building figuratively
and symbolically to express the spiritual link between earth, man and sky.
Accordingly, the design of the urban space of the city - as a center for
tourism across time and space - was
developed as an authentic expression of the close relationship between
man and the universe around him,
starting from the cradle of the history of human civilization on the land of
“Egypt” to the outskirts of its future.
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Structure of the Main Building
The structure of the city building was formulated in a pyramid shape with a
double configuration of varying size, this double configuration is an inner nucleus and an outer shell in vertical succession on the same center and axes.
The core represents the inner pyramid the interactive structure that embodies the
historical roots, and the crust represents the outer pyramid cover, the dynamic
that represents the horizons of the future. Through the merging of the two pyramids, a symbolic and visual communication with the spectra of the sky is achieved.
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An Integrated Self-sufficient City
The idea of the city is based on being an integrated city specialized
in space tourism and space science and research in a modern Egyptian spirit, emphasizing the strength and greatness of our civilization
and our leadership in the fields of astronomy, science and architecture.
The City contains a research center specialized in the applications of
astronomy and space sciences, as well as services for tourism across
time and space.Being a self-sufficient city, an agricultural greenhouse
area of 2,600 acres was established to provide the city’s needs. A solar
panel area was also proposed in the desert back of the city to fully feed
the city with energy without the need for external power stations. An
area of desalination and water treatment plants was also proposed to
provide the necessary water for the needs of the city and agriculture
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Introducing the Invisible
City
The building appears in a size estimated
to be 4 times the pyramid of King Khufu
(2250 BC). Residential districts are located between the outer and inner crust of it,
therefore we called it THE INVISIBLE CITY.
The entire city is inside the pyramid, its
base side is 1000 meters long and reaches a height of up to 650 meters with same
proportions and grandeur of the pyramid of Khufu in Giza in a modern way
with all digital and smart technologies
developed and expected in the future.
The main building is connected to space
stations overlooking the sea, connected to rocket launch pads, about 25-30
km from the city borders in the Gulf of
Suez, to serve as a launch pad for missiles
for visiting and traveling in outer space.
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TUT CITY – INNER PYRAMID
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ENDLESS TIME
Ancient Egyptians are recognized to be one the most intelligent and innovative societies ever to grace the earth , how do you think they would
have lived today
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?
click here to participate
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DO YOUR MAGIC AND IMAGINE
What is your take on writing or designing a product related to ancient
Egypt? Upload your creativity for a chance to be featured in TUTERA
magazine. Let’s get inspired!
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READY TO JOIN

click here to participate
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TUTERA

Passageway of the Enigma
WWW.TUTERA.CO

